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On August 31, 2023 at approximately 1541 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and
Investigation (BCI) Special Agent Ryan Scheiderer (SA Scheiderer) obtained a recorded statement
from Columbus Division of Police (CPD) regarding the
shooting incident involving officers from CPD, deputies from the Franklin County Sheriff’s
Office (FCSO), and Antwan Lindsey (Lindsey) that occurred on July 08, 2023, at 3110 E.
Livingston Avenue, Columbus, Ohio (Franklin County). Lindsey was fatally shot by officers
during that incident. The contact with took place at his attorney’s office and
his attorney, Lathan Lipperman, was present. signed a Criminal Investigation
Notification (CIN) form affirming his decision to provide a voluntary statement. Prior to meeting
with SA Scheiderer, and his attorney prepared typed statement which

signed in front of SA Scheiderer affirming that would be his official statement regarding
this incident. That statement (Attachment # 01) is attached to this report and available for
review. The following is a summation of the contact with and additional details
can be found in the attached audio recording. (It should be noted that during the interview,
Lindsey was referred to as “suspect” by the officer and that verbiage may be used throughout
the summary when trying to quote the officer or document what an officer stated they heard or
thought regarding the incident.)

EXCERPTS FROM STATEMENTEXCERPTS FROM STATEMENT

“I was in fear for my life and the lives of the other officers at the times I fired my weapon.
Before arriving on scene, the suspect had reportedly used deadly force and fired his weapon
at a Franklin County deputy, resulting in a 10-3. When I got to the scene several minutes
later, the suspect had not surrendered. At least one gunshot went off as I ran to the back of
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the apartment building with other officers. It sounded like that shot came from nearby, and I
thought the suspect might have been firing at me and the other officers running towards the
back of the building. And though I recall a sergeant airing an officer had an AD a brief time
later, I was not certain whether the AD was the same shot I hear.”

“The male in the basement was wearing the same clothing as the suspect's description. One or
more officers in front of me also believed and announced that they thought the suspect had a
gun. M/hen that announcement was made, though, I could not see the suspect's hands given
his position in the doorway and because there were three other officers m front of me.

“Once the other officers and I moved up the hallway and those officers knelt, I had a better
view of the suspect, though his hands were still hidden. During this encounter, the suspect was
given repeated commands by multiple officers to show his hands/ put his hands up. But the
suspect never gave any signs of compliance or surrender. Instead, he remained in the threshold
of the hallway entrance in such a position that it seemed like he was deliberately concealing his
hands from view. At no time during this incident do I recall seeing his left hand.”

“When the loud pop occurred, I believed the suspect had a weapon since I knew he had already
fired at one law enforcement officer, and the other officers with me had announced they
thought he had a gun. I thought he had the weapon in his left hand since his right hand/ann
was near or on the top of the door and I do not recall seeing a weapon in it. I believed the
suspect had most likely fired at the officers near the front entrance since he was primarily
facing that direction (south), but I also thought he could have fired at me and the others since
I could not see his left hand. And the instant after the pop the suspect's body quickly appeared
to turn in my direction. I believed he was turning to track his weapon and fire and that I and
the others would be seriously injured or killed. I was especially concerned because there was
no cover or concealment for any of us. The hall was also narrow, and the back door was about
20 yards away, heightening the threat that the suspect's rounds could strike and kill one or
more officers before anyone could escape or get cover. At the times I fired, I did not believe I
had any other reasonable alternative to protect my life or the lives of the other officers from
the deadly threat presented by the suspect's actions.” After this incident I learned the suspect's
name is Antwan Lindsey. I do not know Mr. Lindsey, and to my knowledge I have never before
encountered him.

“I have now had the opportunity to watch the BWC footage of this incident. After doing so,
I now believe the loud pop I heard in the moment before firing was the sound of a taser
being discharged from an officer on the other side of the blue door near the front entrance.
Officers at the front entrance made announcements before the taser was deployed, and those
announcements can be heard on my BWC, but I did not hear that when this happened. First,
as those announcements were made, Sgt. Goodrich was airing information right next to me.
His words were also being transmitted over our radios, so it sounded like two people talking
at once. I also had not been able to specifically make out anything officers said from the other
side of the door except possibly a command to see hands at one point. Those officers were
relatively far away and the suspect and the blue door dampened sound from travelling between
officers. From my position, I also could not see the officers from the other side of the door. The
blue door was only partly open, and I could not see past it, And in any case the suspect was
also standing in the doorway, blocking my view. The officers on the other side were also in an
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elevated position near the front entrance.”

“Before the taser deployment, a black handgun can be seen on the ground behind (south of) the
suspect. When I first got to the ground floor with the others, one or more of the officers had
thought they saw the suspect with the gun. At no time did I see the suspect drop the weapon.

And from my position I did not see the weapon on the ground behind the suspect during this
incident, Nor did any other officer ever announce that they saw the suspect drop the gun or
that the gun was on the ground.”

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONSFOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

SA Scheiderer asked a series of clarifying questions after receiving official
statement. The following is a summation of the information gained from those questions.

While responding to the incident location, heard information over the radio that
the involved-deputy was “taking fire”, then he heard the deputy was “down”, then he heard the
“suspect” was “down”, but ultimately, he was uncertain what was taking place.
was on radio Channel 5 (Zone 5) and the incident location was in Zone 2 which is on Channel
2. When he arrived on scene, did not observe anyone at the front entrance of
the apartment building. was never aware of the exact locations of the involved-
deputy or Lindsey at the incident location until he and other officers encountered Lindsey in the
hallway of the lower level of the building. did not observe Lindsey with a firearm,
but did see him in possession of a jacket. While in the hallway with Lindsey, officers in front
of announced Lindsey had a “gun”. heard officers trying to clarify if
Lindsey actually possessed a firearm at that time. never observed Lindsey discard
a firearm and no one ever advised him that information.

did not observe any signs that Lindsey was attempting to surrender.
stated Lindsey was “resisting arrest” for multiple minutes and officers issued multiple

commands to Lindsey ordering him to show his hands. stated Lindsey had
multiple opportunities to surrender peacefully, and would have been taken into custody without
further incident had he surrendered. had previous experiences involving subjects
that were initially non-compliant, but then surrendered and were taken into custody without
further incident.

stated that deadly force was the only option available to him based on what
he believed was occurring at the time he discharged his firearm. also stated he
believed Lindsey was still armed and had already used “deadly force” on a deputy, therefore,
the appropriate response was deadly force. After discharging his firearm, ran out
the back of the building because he believed he was being shot at or in crossfire from officers
at the south end of the building. was aware there were officers at the south end
of the building, but not their exact locations. stated his actions were consistent
with the training he had received from CPD and his experience as a police officer.
denied any sustained disciplinary actions regarding uses of force.
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acknowledged that due to there being multiple radio channels used by officers
responding to the scene from different zones, information is not always distributed equally
and can create confusion about what is occurring at a scene. did not have any
additional information.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01:  Statement 8.31.2023
Attachment # 02:  Audio Interview 8.31.2023
Attachment # 03:  CIN 8.31.2023
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